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Editorial on the Research Topic

Habitat Modification and Landscape Fragmentation in Agricultural Ecosystems: Implications

for Biodiversity and Landscape Multi-Functionality

INFLUENCE OF HABITAT LOSS AND FRAGMENTATION IN

AGRICULTURAL ECOSYSTEMS

Biodiversity is the basis of several important ecosystem functions, which guarantee the provision
of irreplaceable Nature’s contribution to people, for example food production. Long-term
maintenance of such functions and services in agricultural ecosystems thus depend on the
maintenance of the biodiversity of agro-ecosystems (Foley et al., 2005; Tomlinson, 2013).
Biodiversity loss is therefore a major global environmental problem, with habitat deterioration
being one of the main drivers (Tilman, 2001; Brook et al., 2008). As habitat loss is one consequence
of agricultural intensification (Benton et al., 2003), and agricultural ecosystems comprise 40% of
Earth’s land ecosystems (FAO, 2021), agriculture plays a critical role for biodiversity and ecosystem
functioning at large.

However, the influence of habitat loss, fragmentation and modifications in agricultural
ecosystems on biodiversity and ecosystem functions is still hard to disentangle from that of other
mechanisms. For some taxa or ecosystem services (e.g., pollinators and pollination), landscape and
habitat modification have been shown to be important, e.g., as increasing habitat fragmentation
or crop isolation from natural areas decrease pollination services (Ricketts et al., 2008; Farwig
et al., 2009; Garibaldi et al., 2009, 2011). For other groups or services (e.g., seed dispersal and
predation) this has so far not been thoroughly investigated (but see Perrot et al.). Landscape and
habitat changes can have different effects on biodiversity and ecosystem services depending on
not only the taxon or function investigated, but also on landscape structure (Viana et al., 2012),
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local management (Holzschuh et al., 2008; Vergara and Badano,
2009; Batáry et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013; Rundlöf et al.,
2015; Hipólito et al., 2018) or the interaction between these
factors (Concepción et al., 2012; Andersson et al., 2014; Faria and
Morales, 2021; Tarjuelo et al., 2021).

This issue compiles studies from three continents on different
aspects of fragmentation and habitat modification in agricultural
ecosystems. Studies include a broad range of organisms: plants,
arthropods, birds and bats, as well as multiple functions.
We were able to bring together authors and reviewers from
different countries around the world (Brazil, Chile, Argentina,
Spain, Portugal, France, Sweden and Australia) to share some
fresh and innovative approaches evidencing the critical role of
biodiversity in the functioning of agricultural ecosystems and
how this is modulated by landscape structure and human land-
use across spatial and temporal scales. Under this conceptual
framework, the reader of this special issue will learn about the
significant value for ant conservation of even small and isolated
habitat patches, which play several important ecological roles in
agroecosystems (Azcárate et al.). This study highlights the need
to rethink how small natural habitats inserted in an agricultural
matrix can be protected and managed, and how the complex
interactions between organisms and landscape factors result in
the need to include multiple spatial scales in management and
conservation planning. The effect of somemanagement strategies
may be particularly complex and depend on both the spatial scale
and taxon investigated. For example, Nilsson et al. show that
annual flower strips favored the abundance of hoverfly larvae
and possibly solitary bees, but had no significant effects on either
natural enemies or natural pest control. In the wider landscape,
however, the abundance of bees was not affected by annual flower
strips (but see Jönsson et al., 2015) and the authors conclude
that permanent non-crop structures are likely more important
for many organisms.

On one hand, results published in this special issue support
the idea that both landscape heterogeneity and configuration
contribute to explain the three properties of functional diversity,
as shown for bees in Coutinho et al. However, differences
can be found between taxonomic groups. For example, bird
species richness and abundance did not show a significant
response to the amount of neighboring native grassland in
restored Brazilian grasslands (da Silva and Fontana), although
small landscape elements can double the landscape connectivity
compared to a theoretical baseline landscape containing no
such elements, with riparian forests contributing the most to
enhance landscape connectivity (Siqueira et al.). Although logged
forests tend to recover their height after a decade, they do not
recover the original forest cover, measured by the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index. Likewise, decade-long recovering
stands continue to show lower avian species richness and
abundance, and different community composition than unlogged
forests (Ribeiro et al.).

Understanding and addressing the effect of spatial scales
on agro-ecosystem structure and functioning are critical for
conserving farmland biodiversity (Ekroos et al., 2016). Therefore,
this is another topic central to this special issue. For example,
resolution of the geographical data (land cover) used will affect

the relationship found between landscape complexity and species
richness and abundance. In this line of evidence, Carneiro et al.,
report a strong and positive influence of landscape heterogeneity
in low thematic resolution land-use classifications (i.e., few cover
classes on maps) on richness and rare species abundance. In a
different approach to scale effects, Giralt et al. demonstrate a
large-scale influence of irrigation expansion on bird community
composition in non-irrigated habitats. An increase of irrigated
tree orchards favored species richness up to 500m away from the
irrigated area. However, as specialists were replaced by generalist
species, this land-transformation process had a negative effect
on the dry cereal farmland bird community, which lost singular
and threatened species. Such influence of surrounding habitats
at large spatial scales and its implications for ecosystem function
is also addressed by Perrot et al., who show that both seed and
aphid predation levels in agricultural fields increased with the
proportion of grassland in a 500m radius buffer, regardless of the
distance to the nearest grassland patch.

The effects of climate change on agro-ecosystem function,
another hot topic of present day ecology, is here addressed by
Díaz et al., who demonstrate that drought can have adverse
effects on many ecosystem functions, in this case in dehesa silvo-
pastoral systems. For example, seedling recruitment decreased,
while abortion and predispersal seed predation increased, with
higher drought intensity. Forest opening aimed at decreasing
adult treemortality under climate change scenarios will then have
little or no effects on tree recruitment. Dehesas are savannah-
like traditional systems created by man, but known to have
high conservation value. However, the replacement of natural
habitats, like true savannahs, with commercial tree plantations,
like acacias, can result in loss of all biodiversity dimensions,
either taxonomic, functional or phylogenetic, at regional scales.
Something which was shown by Carvalho et al., who found
that Amazonian bat communities were less diverse in acacia
plantations than in native forests and the savannah matrix
replaced by those plantations, and that this was mainly driven
by greater abundance of generalist species in the latter habitat.
Nevertheless, some artificial elements associated with agricultural
areas can be used as complementary tools for biodiversity
conservation in natural habitats. Such is the case of the water
tanks studied by Lamelas-López et al., which were shown to work
as biodiversity reservoirs for pristine natural ponds. Therefore,
and in a broader perspective, in order to understand the true
complexity of landscape fragmentation and habitat modification
in agricultural systems, it is clear that we need to work with
multiple dimensions, organisms and ecosystem services. The
history of former land-use is very important in this context, as
shown by Uribe et al. Land-use history can affect diversity of
forest species in plantations replacing native forests. In particular,
pine plantations that directly replaced native forests had a higher
abundance of forest specialists and lower abundance of exotics
and generalists than plantations on former agricultural land.

Call for Action
The current biodiversity and environmental crisis urges us
to adopt more efficient and sustainable agricultural practices
(Tilman, 1999) that take into account, not only increased
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productivity through environmental conservation (e.g.,
ecological intensification Bommarco et al., 2013), but also
food security through socio-economic policies, and thus
managing trade-offs between agriculture and environmental
conservation (Foley et al., 2005; Brosi et al., 2008; Clough
et al., 2011). The development of scientifically sound models
that support sustainable landscape and land-use policies that
reconcile the conservation of biodiversity and ecosystem services
with agricultural productivity and guarantee the required
amount and spatial distribution of habitat in the landscape,
is a main challenge for research (Brosi et al., 2008; Clough
et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2019; Garibaldi et al., 2021). The
studies in this special issue provide not only new scientific
insight into the ecological basis of such models, but also for

their development and application. The speed of biodiversity
decline and the strength of the environmental crisis calls for a
shift in the way agricultural and other productive landscapes
are treated. They must not only be seen as sources of food and
other supplies for a human population in growing need and
inequity, but also as functional ecological systems that allow us
to obtain such supplies which, ultimately, depend on species and
their interactions.
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